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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we nddress the pmblem of on-chip mem- 
o r y  selection for eomputotiannlly intensive applieotions, by 
proposing scmtch pad memory as an alternative to cache. 
A m  and energy fo. different scmtch pad and cache sizes 
ore computed using the CACTI tool while performance was 
evaluated using the tmce results of the simulator. The toy. 
get pmesror chosen for  evalwtion was ATglM40400. The 
results clearly establish scratchpad memory os a low power 
alternative in  most situations with on ovemge energy re- 
duction of 40%. Further the ovemge om-time reduction 
for the scmtchpnd memory was 4b% ofthe cache memory.‘ 

1. Introduction 

The salient feature of portable devices is light weight and 
low power consumption. Applications in multimedia, video 
processing, speech processing, DSP applications and wire- 
less communication require efficient memory design since 
on chip memory occupies more than 50% of the total chip 
area 111. This will typically reduce the energy consumption 
of the memory unit, because less area implies reduction 
in the total switched capacitance. On chip caches Ving 
static RAM consume power in the range of 25% to 45% 
of the total chip power [2]. Recently, interest has been fo- 
cussed on having on chip scratch pad memory to reduce the 
power and improve performance. On the other hand, they 
can replace caches only if they are supported by an effec- 
tive compiler. Current embedded processors particularly in 
the area of multimedia applications and graphic controllers 
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have on-chip scratch pad memories. In cache memory s y s  
tems, the mapping of program elements is done during NU- 
time, whereas in scratch pad memory systems this is done 
either by the user or automatically by the compiler using 
suitable algorithm. 
Although prior studies into scratch pad memory behav- 
ior for embedded systems have been conducted, the im- 
pact on area have not been addressed. This paper com- 
pares cache/scratch pad area models along with their en- 
ergy models. Specifically we address the following issues 

1. To support comparison of memory systems we gen- 
erate area models for different cache and scratchpad 
memory. f i r ther ,  energy consumed per access for 
cache and scratchpad is computed for different sizes 
of cache and scratchpad. 

2. We develop a systematic framework to evaluate the 
area-performance tradeoff of cache/scratch pad based 
systems. Experimental environment requires the use 
of a packing algorithm (which is a compiler support) 
to map the elements onto the scratchpad memory. 

3. Finally, we report the performance and energy con- 
sumption for different cache and scratchpad sizes, for 
the various applications. We include the main mem- 
ory energy consumption to study the complete system 
energy requirements. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 
we explain the scratch pad memory area and energy modeis. 
In section 3, we present cache memory used in our work. 
Section 4 dexribes the methodology and the experimental 
setup and section 5 contains the reults. In seaion 6 we 
condude and also specify the future work. 

2. Scratch pad memory 

The scratch pad is a memory m a y  with the decoding 
and the column circuitry logic. This model is designed 
keeping in view that the memory objects are mapped to the 
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scratch pad in the last stage of the compiler. The assump- 
tion here is that the scratch pad memory occupies one dis- 
tinct part of the memory address space with the rest of the 
space occupied by main memory Thus, we need not check 
for the availability of the,data/instruction in the scratch 
pad. It reduces the comparator and the signal miss/hit ac- 
knowledging circuitry. This contributes to the energy as 
well as area reduction. 

The scratch pad memory m a y  cell is shown in Fig. l(a) 
and the memory cell in I(b). 

Figure 1: Scratch memory array 

The 6 transistor static R4M cell is show in Fig l(c). 
The cell has one R/W port Each cell has two bit-lines, bit 
and bit bar, and one word-line.The complete scratch pad 
organization is as shown in Fig. 2. 

Rom the organization shown in Fig. 2, the area of the 
scratch pad is the sum of the area occupied by the decoder, 
data array and the column circuit. Let A, be the area Of 
the scratch pad memory. 

- - I -  

. ._C_ .-=._, I 

Figure 2: Scratch pad memory organization 

A, = Ade + AldD + Asco + As, + Aasc +Aa.. (1) 

where A.d., A.d., A.co, A,,, As&* and is the 
area of the data decoder, data array area, column mul- 
tiplexer, pre-charge, data sense amplifiers and the output 
driver units respectively. 
The scratch pad memory energy consumption can be =ti- 
mated from the energy consumption of its components i.e. 
decoder Edrcod., and memory columns EmemCol 

E m i o t c h p d  = &coder + EmemcOi (2) 

Energy in the memory m a y  consists of the ene rg  con- 
sumed in the sense amplifiers, column multiplexers, the out- 
put driver circuitry, and the memory cells due to  the word- 
line, pre-charge circuit and the hit line circuitry. The major 
energy consumption is due to the memory m a y  unit. The 
procedure followed in the CACTI tool to  estimate the en- 
ergy consumption is to first compute the capacitances for 
each unit. Then, energy is estimated As an example we 
only describe the energy computation for the memory ar- 
ray. Similar analysis is performed for che decoder circuitry 
also, taking into account the various switching activity at 
the inputs of each stage. 

Let us consider the energy dissipation Ememcot. It con- 
sists of the energy dissipated in the memory cell. Thus 

Ememca~ = Cmemeor I V& Po->* (3) 

Cmemc0i in equation (3) is thecapacitance of thememory 
array unit. Po->L is taken as 0.5 is the probability of abit 
toggle 

c m e m d  = 7 l d S  * (cp-e + Crcadwrile) (4) 

Cmemcoi is computed f" equation (4). It is the sum of 
the capacitances due to pre-charge and read access to the 
scratch pad memory. CP,= is the effective load capacitance 
of the hit-lmes during pre-charging and C,eadwritC is the 
effective load capacitance of the cell read/write. ncols is 
the number of columns in the memory. 

In the preparation for an access, bit-lines are pre-charged 
and during actual =&/write, one side of the bit lines are 
pulled down. Energy is therefore dissipated in the hit-lines 
due to pre-charging and the readlwrite access. When the 
scratch pad memory is accessed, the addrers decoder first 
decodes the address bits to find the desired row. The transi- 
tion in the address bits causes the charging and discharging 
of capacitances in the decoder path. This brings about en- 
ergy dissipation in the decoder path. The transition in the 
last stage, that is the word-line driver stage triggers the 
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switching in the word-line. Regard- of how many ad- 
dress bits change, only two word-line among all will be 
switched. One will be logic 0 and the other aril1 be logic 1. 
The equations are derived based on (41. 

%totd = spacceaa * &iatshpc+d (9 

where E,ptoe~r is the total energy spent in the scratch 
pad memory. In case of a scratch pad as a contrast to 
cache we do not have events due to  write miss and read 
miss. The only possible case that holds good is the read 
or write access. SPecce.s is the number of accesses to the 
scratch pad memory. EScr.tshFd is the energy per accers 
obtained from our analytical scratch pad model. 

3. Cache memory 

Caches are mainly used to exploit the temporal and spa- 
tial locality of memory BCCPSS~S. The basic organization of 
the cache is taken bom [41 and is s h m  in Fig. 3. 

cap- 

ovlpn c.h. 

Figure 3 Cache Memory orgaoization[4] 

The area model that we use in our work is based on the 
transistor count in the circuitry. AU transistor counts are 
computed &om the designs of circuits. 

Ram the organization shown in Fig. 3, the area of the 
cache (Ac) is the sum of the area occupied by the tag array 
(AtDP) and data array (Adeta). 

Ae =Ate, +A&tn (6) 

Ata9 and Adata is computed using the area of its com- 
ponents. 

Ata9 = Art +Am +A, ,  + A,, + A,, + A,,, + A,, (7) 

where Ad,, At., Ace, Apr, Aacj A,,, and A,, is the 
area of the tag decoder unit, tag array, column multiplexer, 
the pre-charge, sense amplifiers, tag comparators and mul- 
tiplexer driver units respectively. 

Adeta = Ad. + Ada + Acor + A v e  + Aarn + Amt ( 8 )  

where A&. Ada, A w  A,,., A,.,, A.,t is the area of 
tbe data decoder unit, data array, column multiplexer, pre- 
charge, data sense amplifiers and the output driver units 
respectively. The estimation of power can be done at dif- 
ferent levels, from the transistor level to the architectural 
level 161. In CACTI (41, transistor level power estimation is 
done. The energy consumption per access in a cache is the 
sum of energy consumptions of all the components identi- 
fied above. The analysis is similar to that described for the 
scratch pad memory. 

4. Overview of our methodology 

Clock cycle estimation is based on the ARMulatar trace 
output for cache or saatch pad memory. This is assumed 
to  directly re0ect pe r fomace  i.e. the larger the number of 
clock cycles the lower the performance. This is under the 
assumption that the change in the on-chip memory config- 
uration (cacbefscratch pad memory and its size) does not 
change the cloek period. This assumption though restric- 
tive does not affect ow results. This is because we always 
compare the same size cache with scratch pad memory and 
the delay of cache implemented with the Same technology 
will always be higher. Thus the performance improvement 
predicted for scratch pad can only increase if both effect 
the clock period. The identification and assignment of mt- 
i d  data structures to scratch pad was based on a packing 
algorithm brieIly described in 4.3. 

4.1 Scratch pad memory accesses 

fiarh the trace file it is possible to do the performance 
estimation. As the scratch pad is assumed t o  occupy part 
of the total memory address space, from the address values 
obtained by the trace analyzer, the access is classified as 
going to scratch pad or memory and an appropriate latency 
is added to the overall program delay. One cycle is assumed 
if it is a scratch pad read or write access. If it is a main 
memory 16 bit access then we take it as one cycle plus 1 wait 
state (refer to Tabel 1 ). If it is a main memory 32 bit access 
then, we consider it as one cycle plus 3 wait states. The 
total time in number of clock cycles is used to determine 
the performance. The scratch pad energy consumption is 
the number of accesses multiplied by the energy per access 
as described in equation 5.  

4.2 Cache memory accesses 

Rom the trace file it is possible to obtain the number 
of cache read hits, read misses, mi t e  hits and write misses. 
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Table 1: Memory access cycles 

From this data we compute the number of accesses to cache 
based on Table 2, where the number of cycles required for 
each type of access is listed in Table 1. The cache is a write 
through cache. There are four cases of cache access that we 
consider in OUI model. 

Cache read hi t  : When the CPU requires some data, 
the tag array of the cache is accessed. If there is a 
cache read hit, then data is read from the cache. No 
write to the cache is done, and main memory is not 
accessed for a read or write. 

Cache read miss : When there is a cache read miss, 
it implies that the data is not in the cache, and the 
line has to be brought from main memory to cache. 
In this case we have a cache read operation, followed 
by L words to be written in the cache, where L is the 
line size. Hence there will be a main memory read 
event of size L with no main memory write. 

Cache wr i t e  hit : If there is a cache write hit: we 
have a cache write, followed by a main memory write. 

Cache wri te  miss : In case of a cache write miss, a 
cache tag read (to estabhh the miss) is followed by 
the main memory write. There is no cache update in 
this case. 

Read miss 
1 0 1 
n 1 

Table 2: Cache memory interaction model 

Using this model we derive the cache ener%y equation as 

ECaShe = (Nc-7ead + h L w 7 < t e )  * E (9) 

Where Ec.sh. is the energy spent in cache. Nc-7ead is the 
number of cache read accesses and Nc-w7,te is the number of 
cache write accwes. Ener%y E is computed like in equation 
(3), taking the appropriate load and the number of cycles 
into consideration. In the trace analyzer we model the cache 
as described above and use it in OUT performance and energy 
estimations. 

4.3 Experimental setup and flow diagram 

In this subsection, we explain the experimental setup 
and flow diagram used in our work to compare on-chip 
scratch pad memorywitb cachememory. Weuse the AT91M 
40400 as our target architecture. The AT91M 40400 is 
a member of the ATMEL AT91 16/32 bit microcontroller 
family based ou the ARM7TDMI embeddedprocessor. This 
procemr is a high performance FUSC with a very low power 
consumption. It has an on-chip scratch pad memory of 4 
KBytes. The ARM7TDMI comes with a 32 bit data path 
and two instruction sets. 

F igu re  4: Experimental  flow diagram 

Fig. 4 shows the Bow diavam. The energy aware (encc) 
compiler [7] generates the code for the Am17 core. It is 
a research compiler used for exploring the design and new 
optimization techniques. The input t o  this compiler is an 
application benchmark mitten in C. As a post pass option, 
encc uses a special pzking algorithm, known as the knap- 
sack algorithm [5 ] ,  for assigning code and data blocks to 
the smatch pad memory. This algorithm identifies the he- 
quently referred data and instruction blocks and maps to 
the scratch pad memory addrev space. The cost of addi- 
tional jumps introduced due to mapping consecutive blocks 
to scratch pad and main memory is accounted for by the d- 
gorithm. The result is that blacks of instructions and data 
which are frequently accessed, and are likely to generate 
maximum energy savings, are assigned to the match  pad. 
The output of the compiler is a binKy ARM code which 
can be simulated by the ARMulator to produce a trace file. 
For on-chip cache configuration, the ARMulator accepts the 
cache size as parameter and generates the performance as 
the number of cycles. The predicted area and energy is 
based on the CACTI [4] model for 0.5 pm technology. The 
models themselves are desuibed in sections 2 and 3. 

5 .  Results 

To demonstrate the merits of using on-chip scratch pad 
memory and on-chip caches, we conducted a series of exper- 
iments for both of these configurations. The trace analysis 
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for the scratch pad and the cache v.m done in the design 
flow after the compilation phase. We use a 2-way set as 
sociative cache configuration for comparison. The area is 
represented in terms of number of transistors. These are 
obtained from the cache and scratch pad organization. Fig. 
5 shows the comparison of area of the cache and scratch 
pad memory for varying sizes. We find that on an average 
the area occupied by the scratch pad is l f s  than the cache 
memory by 34%. 

Table 3 gives the area/performance tradeoff. Column 1 
is the size of match  pad or cache in bytes. Columns 2 and 3 
are the cache and scratch pad area in transistors. Columns 
4 and 5 are the number of CPU cycles in 1000s for cache 
and scratch-pad based memory systems, respectively. Col- 
umn 6 gives the area reduction due to replacing a cache by 
a scratch pad memory while column 7 corresponds to the 
reduction in the number of cycles. Column 8 gives the the 
improvement of the area-time product AT (assuming con- 
stant cycle times). The area time product AT is computed 
using 

AT = ( A ,  * N8)/(Ac * Nc) (10)  

The average area, time, and AT product reductions are 
34%, 18% and 4676, respectively for this example. Our 
cycle count considerations in performance evaluation are 
based an the static RAM chips found on an ATMEL eval- 
uation board. To compare the energy, we need to account 
for the energy consumption of the main memory as well. 
The energy required per access by various devices is listed 
in table 4. The cache and scratch pad values for size 2048 
bytes were obtained from models in section 2 and 3, the 
main memory values were obtained from actual measure 
ments on the ATMEL board 151. 
Thus we take the main memory energy, along with the on- 
chip memory energy consumption into account. Flg.6 shows 
the energy consumed for biquad, matrixmult and quicksort 
examples for both cache and scratch pad. In all the cases 
we observe that match  pad consumes less energy for the 

Figure 6 Energy conswkd by the memory system 

Table 4: Energy per access for various devices 

same size of cache, except for quicksort with cache size of 
256 bytes. On an average we found energy consumption to 
be reduced by 40% using scratch pad memory. 

6. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper we have presented an approach for selec- 
tion of on-chip memory configurations The paper presents 
a comprehensive methodology for computing area, energy 
and performance for d o u s  sizes of cache and scratch pad 
memories. Results indicate that, scratch-pad based compile 
time memory outperform cachebased run-time memory on 
almost all counts. We observe that the area-time product 
(AT) can be reduced by 46% (average) by replacing cache 
by the scratch pad memory. We found that, for mast appli- 
cations and memory configurations, the total energy con- 
sumption of scratch pad based memory systems is less than 
that of cachehased systems. The average reduction vas 
40% in the application considered. Since memory band- 
width and on-chip memory capacity are limiting factors 
for many applications, DRAM based memory comparisons 
should be studied. The cache and scratch pad energy mod- 
els need to be validated by real meaSurements 
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